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Uncover one of the world's most fascinating and feared predatory creatures in this innovative

3-dimensional book. Uncover a Shark takes you on a whole new learning experience, layer-by-layer

to provide children with an indepth and all encompassing understanding of the subject and its

anatomy. Great Whites are one of the most feared and studied mammals of all time. This 16-page

book examines the alluring Great White in detail. First the basic elements--their cartilaginous nature,

teeth, fins, and gills--then more complex systems are detailed--the cardiopulmonary systems,

digestive system, and the acute sensory systems. Each organ or system is intricately placed inside

the book to provide a three dimensional view of its size in relation to the rest of the body. Each page

is filled with interesting facts and detailed illustrations that desctibe each part.Did you know that

engineers study sharks in order to design better ships and rockets since the sharks body is

well-suited to gliding through the water? Or that a great white can also eat 10 tons of meat a year

but often go several days in between meals. Explore these questions and many others as Uncover

a Shark takes you on a jouney you won't forget!
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These type of books are very cool and very informative. My wife is a 1st grade teacher and her



students absolutely love these books. She uses these books as an incentive because they can be

fragile if not handled properly. So if the student does enough good deeds and is well behaved for

the day and earned enough spots on their clip board they get to use on of these books during the

planned reading time. You better believe it works and her students are much better behave since

getting these books. Hence the reason that I bought every single one made. As far as the quality of

the book and info; it is very well put together and very cool. I read them and there is a lot to learn

and see that you would have never thought they would have done with a book. You do have to be

some what gentle because the parts are held in place by clear plastic holders and they can be

broken fairly easy if they are handled roughly. This still doesn't deter me from a 5 start review. I

definitely recommend these to anybody with kids in school or for a teacher of younger kids.

This book is incredible. I'm just sorry it did not exist when my shark-crazy son was little. The amount

of design what went into the production of this book is incredible. The innards of the shark are

layered so that they separate and each page can feature one body system. You go through each

system looking at it separately and learning age-appropriate facts that go with the system. When the

book is close, all systems can be seen together. I would not recommend this book for a young child,

though. The plastic parts are secured well enough for normal use (reading the book) but a young

child would probably be able to snap the parts out if they pulled hard enough. But for school-age

kids it is great.

We love the "Uncover It" books. We have this and the human body one. It is fun to contrast the two

and talk about the differences. You can easily summarize the content for younger kids or read all

the text for older children. My boys started being very interested in these books around 18 months.

Just watch the younger toddlers so they don't try and break off the pieces. They are very sturdy but

toddlers can be very strong

I didn't realize this was an actual plastic model in the pages being uncovered. I expected pictures

with the clear plastic to turn. So incredible! My son is going to love exploring this! The cover plastic

was scuffed, maybe if it had a bag or something so it didn't slide around.

Bought this for an 8 yr old who is fascinated with sharks. He was delighted and I learned many

things I didn't know. The plastic anatomy makes it so real. I highly re om end it ....Also his other

books. I have one on the Cat. It's great!



This whole series of books are so wonderful I can not say enough! They are fairly sturdy and very

well organized. The main draw to these books is of course the layers that go together while you are

exploring it. There are so many learning opportunities within these books we own many.I HIGHLY

recommend these books.A side note I got this for .03 cents plus shipping of course, so you cant

beat the price either!

Very cool way of learning.The book presents a layer-by-layer look into the shark's body.The content

and difficulty of the book appears to be for Grade 3 to 6. That's beyond my 6 year old kid. But

nonetheless, he enjoyed the look and feel of the book. I will be getting the other books in the series.

I love these "Undercover" books. They're so interactive and informative. Every page is a different

part of the Shark, from the bones to the nervous system. I originally bought the T-Rex Undercover

book for my son when he was 4, and he wanted to read it almost every single night. Now that he's

5, he still loves the book, so I figured I'd get him this Shark one as well. The only point I would make

is that you do have to be somewhat gentle with the pages as they are a little bit fragile. So it might

not be a good pick if your child is still a "destructosaurus" with books.
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